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ABSTRACTS OF THESES* IN MATHEMATICS
defended re ently at Charles University, Prague
SPECTRUM IN BANACH ALGEBRAS
KORDULA Vladimr, Mathemati al Institute, A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h
 a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Cze h Republi
Republi , Zitn
(Mar h 11, 1996; supervisor V. Muller)
The spe trum is one of the most important on ept in the theory of Bana h
algebras and Hilbert spa es. There are many generalizations of this on ept. The
_
Zelazko's
axiomati theory yields a unifying theory in ase of spe tra de ned for
ommuting n-tuples of Bana h algebra elements.
In this thesis a new axiomati theory of spe trum is introdu ed (see V. Kordula,
V. Muller, On the axiomati theory of spe trum, Studia Math., to appear) and it is
_
shown that it extends the Zelazko's
axiomati theory and in ludes also some well
known spe tra de ned only for single elements of Bana h algebras or operators
(as the Apostol spe tra or lo al spe tra).
Some general results on erning this theory are proved, various types of spe tra
tting to the theory are investigated and relations between these spe tra are
studied.
Finally, relations between spe tra of two Bana h algebra elements or Bana h
spa e operators under assumptions that there is some onne tion between them
are investigated.
See V. Kordula, The essential Apostol spe trum and nite dimensional perturbations, Pro . Roy. Irish A ad., to appear;
V. Kordula, V. Muller, The distan e from the Apostol spe trum, Pro . Amer.
Math. So ., in print;
V. Kordula, On the defe t spe trum of an extension of a Bana h spa e operator,
Cze h. Math. J., to appear.
CONTINUOUS AND ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS NORMS IN BANACH
FUNCTION SPACES
LANG Jan, Mathemati al Institute, A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h Republi ,
 a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Cze h Republi
Zitn
(June 24, 1996; supervisor M. Krbe )
In this thesis the stru ture of weighted Bana h fun tion spa es and appli ations to the Hardy integral operator are studied. For the study of ne essary and
suÆ ient onditions for boundedness and ompa tness of the Hardy integral operator from a weighted Bana h fun tion spa e into L∞ or BMO the notion of the
\ ontinuous norm in a weighted Bana h fun tion spa e" is used. (This notion
*An equivalent to PhD.
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is more general than the well-known term of the \absolutely ontinuous norm in
a weighted Bana h fun tion spa e" whi h was introdu ed in 1955 by W.A.J. Luxemburg.) Using this notion we show the di eren e between L∞ and BMO as the
target spa es of the Hardy integral operators. These results together with a new
ondition for ompa tness of the Hardy integral operator into BMO are ontained
in the rst part of the thesis.
The next two parts of the thesis are devoted to the study of the di eren e
between the notions of the \ ontinuous norm" and the \absolutely ontinuous
norm". Spe ial weighted Bana h fun tion spa es are onstru ted to show all
possible relations between subsets of fun tions with absolute ontinuous norms
and subsets of fun tions with ontinuous norms. For example, we show that
there exists a Bana h fun tion spa e su h that its every element has a ontinuous
norm while the only one element with the absolutely ontinuous norm is the zero
fun tion.

SEVERAL RESULTS RELATED TO THE ERDOS-SZEKERES
THEOREM
VALTR Pavel, Department of Applied Mathemati s (KAM), Fa ulty of Mathemati s and Physi s, Charles University, Malostranske nam. 25, 118 00 Praha 1,
Cze h Republi
(July 30, 1996; supervisor J. Nesetril)
The Erd}os-Szekeres Theorem (1935) says that for any integer k there is an
integer n(k) su h that any set of n(k) points in the plane, no three on a line,
ontains k points whi h are verti es of a onvex k-gon. In the thesis the following
six results inspired by the Erd}os-Szekeres Theorem are shown.
1. For any d ≥ 2, there is an integer h = h(d) su h that there are arbitrarily
large nite sets in general position in Rd with no h-hole. (For a nite set A ⊂ Rd ,
a subset B , B ⊆ A, is alled an h-hole if |B| = h and the interior of onv B
ontains no point of A.)
2. There are n points in general position in the plane with less than 1.8n2
empty triangles (i.e., 3-holes), less than 2.42n2 empty quadrilaterals, less than
1.46n2 empty pentagons, and less than n2 /3 empty hexagons.
3. (Positive fra tion Erd}os-Szekeres Theorem) For any k there is a onstant
ck > 0 su h that any suÆ iently large nite set X ⊂ R2 ontains k subsets
Y1 , . . . , Yk , ea h of size ≥ ck |X|, su h that every set {y1 , . . . , yk } with yi ∈ Yi is
in onvex position.
4. Given a natural number k, let rr(k) be the smallest integer su h that, if
n is suÆ iently large with respe t to k , and S is any set of n points in general
position in the plane, then all but at most rr(k) points of S an be partitioned
into onvex sets of sizes ≥ k. Then rr(k) = z (k), where z (k) is the maximum size
of a set S of points in general position in the plane with no onvex k-set and with
no onvex sequen e of length k − 2.
5. For any nite set P of points in the plane and for any integer k ≥ 2, there
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is a nite set R = R(P, k) with the following property: For any k- oloring of R
there is a mono hromati set P~ , P~ ⊆ R, su h that P~ is ombinatorially equivalent
to the set P and the onvex hull of P~ ontains no point of R \ P~ .
6. Any on guration ombinatorially equivalent to a proper on guration in
general position in the plane determines l + 1 distan es whose ratios fall into
pres ribed intervals.
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS WITH INEXACT DATA

 Jana, Department of Mathemati s, Fa ulty of Civil Engineering,
KONICKOV
A
Cze h Te hni al University, Thakurova 6, 116 29 Prague 6, Cze h Republi
(September 20, 1996; supervisor J. Rohn)
The thesis deals with linear programming with inexa t data | interval linear
programming (ILP).
The riterion of strong unboundedness, the new ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for basis stability, and the new suÆ ient ondition for basis stability of
ILP problem are proved. Further, the strong feasible solutions of the interval
linear programming problem with inequalities are investigated. The des ription
of the set of strong solutions is given and the relationship between strong feasible
solutions and strong feasibility is shown.
In the thesis the system of interval linear equations is investigated and new
methods for omputing the en losure interval ve tor ontaining the exa t interval
solution of this system are found.
SETS OF DETERMINATION IN POTENTIAL THEORY
 A
 Jarmila, Mathemati al Institute, Fa ulty of Mathemati s and
RANOSOV
Physi s, Charles University, Sokolovska 83, 186 00 Prague 8, Cze h Republi
(September 23, 1996; supervisor I. Netuka)
In this thesis, sets of determination are studied. The rst part gives a summary
of known results on sets of determination in lassi al potential theory.
For a ball D (or a more general domain) in Rn , a given stri tly positive harmoni fun tion h0 and a lass H of harmoni fun tions on D, a set M is alled
a set of determination with respe t to H and h0 , if inf hh0((xx)) = inf hh0((xx)) for all
x∈M
x∈D
fun tions in H.
The problem of hara terizing sets of determination in the lassi al ase has
been studied by many authors (A. Beurling, B. Dahlberg, V.G. Mazja, F.F. Bonsall, W.K. Hayman, M. Essen, S. Gardiner, H. Aikawa . . . ).
In the rest of the thesis new results are ontained. In the se ond part, sets of
determination are hara terized for paraboli fun tions, i.e_solutions of the heat
equation, and for solutions of more general paraboli equations, on a slab. The
situation is di erent as in view of the anisotropi hara ter of the paraboli equation, only one-sided Harna k inequality is available. Sets of determination with
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respe t to 1 and a lass of positive paraboli fun tions are des ribed in terms of
_
paraboli onvergen e and oparaboli (minimal) thinness; fRano
sova J., Sets of
determination for paraboli fun tions on a half-spa e, Comment. Math. Univ.
Carolinae 35 (1994), 497{513; Ranosova J., Chara terization of sets of determination for paraboli fun tions on a slab by oparaboli (minimal ) thinness,
Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinae 37 (1996), 707{723.
The ase of the Helmholtz equation on Rn is onsidered, too; see Ranosova J.,
Chara terization of sets of determination for solutions of the Helmholtz equation,
to appear.
As an appli ation ertain de omposition theorems of fun tions belonging to
L1 (Rn ) are given.
In the last part, a relation between integral representations of bounded harmoni fun tions given by J. Bliedtner and sets of determination is studied using
a sele tion theorem.
ROBUST METHODS IN THE LINEAR CALIBRATION MODEL

MULLER
Ivo, Department of Probability and Mathemati al Statisti s, Fa ulty
of Mathemati s and Physi s, Charles University, Sokolovska 83, 186 00 Prague 8,
Cze h Republi
(O tober 8, 1996; supervisor J. Jurekova)
The thesis introdu es robust estimation and testing into the multivariate linear
alibration model.
The history of the problem of alibration, the basi results a hieved so far, and
urrent appli ations are revived in Introdu tion, together with the formulation of
the model and basi notation.
In Chapter I the linear model of multivariate ontrolled alibration is spe i ed
and the two stages of the alibration pro edure des ribed: alibration stage and
predi tion stage.
Chapter II is an introdu tion to M-estimators. Their de nition, types and
asymptoti properties are summarized for further referen e.
Chapter III gives several options for a preliminary test of signi an e of parameters in the model using results derived earlier elsewhere in the literature.
Chapter IV deals with parameter estimation in the alibration stage, both with
lassi al, regularization and robust te hniques. Properties of parti ular estimators, exa t and asymptoti , are given.
The estimation in the predi tion stage is overed in Chapter V whi h is the
fundamental part of the paper bringing original results. Asymptoti properties of
the proposed estimator are treated here.
Chapter VI illustrates the subje t matter of alibrating on two real data samples. Least squares and robust methods are ompared on both lean and ontaminated data.
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M-ESTIMATORS IN LINEAR REGRESSION
 Jana, Department of Mathemati s and Des riptive Geometry, Fa ulty
NOSKOVA
of Civil Engineering, Cze h Te hni al University, Thakurova 6, 116 29 Prague 6,
Cze h Republi
(O tober 8, 1996; supervisor J.A. Vsek)
The thesis on erns various problems onne ted with M-estimators in linear
models. It is divided into ve parts. Chapter 1 is introdu tory.
In Chapter 2 some results on erning properties of M-estimators are summarized. Also robustness measures based on the in uen e fun tion and on the
hange-of-varian e fun tion are derived.
The original results of the thesis are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3
onsists of a theoreti al se tion in whi h a dependen e of some type of an M_
estimator (e.gHuber,
Hampel, et .) on a hoi e of its tunning onstant is dealt
with. This behaviour is analyzed from the point of view of its onvergen e to the
model regression oeÆ ients. In a numeri al study a dependen e of the Huberestimator on a hoi e of its tunning onstant is studied using some simulated
data.
Chapter 4 deals with a problem when using several robust methods of estimation of regression oeÆ ients we obtain for one set of data model estimates whi h
values of regression oeÆ ients are substantially di erent, and we have to sele t
one of these estimates. In this hapter, a statisti s whi h may be used to reje t
those estimates whi h are not adequate for given data is proposed. This statisti s
is based on the weighted Hellinger distan e between kernel estimates of density of
residuals in the two halves of the sample and the asymptoti distribution of this
statisti s is shown.

